FOOD ESTABLISHMENT INSPECTION PROCESS AND FOLLOW-UP FEES

Routine Inspection

Was food establishment compliant with food code?

Follow-up inspection required if:
- >1 Critical Violation
- or
- >15 Non-critical Violations

First follow-up inspection of findings from routine inspection report to be completed within 72hrs of routine inspection

Were violations of routine inspection corrected?

Critical Violations and ≥ 75% Non-critical Violations Corrected

Solutions:
- Yes: No further action taken
- No: Food Establishment Billed $100

Notice of Violation Issued

Follow-up inspection required if Critical Violation and/or ≥ 75% Non-critical Violations Remain. Second follow-up inspection to be completed within 72hrs of first follow-up inspection.

Critical Violations and ≥ 75% Non-critical Violations Corrected

Solutions:
- Yes: No further action taken
- No: Food Establishment Billed $200

Closing Order Issued and Permit Revoked

Reopening inspection conducted upon call from food establishment that 100% of violations are correct

Solutions:
- Yes: Food Establishment Billed $500
- No: Closing Order Lifted

Solutions:
- Yes: Closing Order Lifted
- No: Closing Order Continues